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Abstract. In this paper we present a decision procedure for the theory of the rational numbers 
with the relEtion i (less than) whrch uses space at most n log n to decide sentences of length n. 
Our procedure cycles through a finite number of efficient encodings of order relations between 
ration& rather than the rational numbers themselves. This result closely fits the resuh of 
Stockmeyer 1x1 of a nondeterministic space ns lower bound on this theory. 
1. Introduc?ion 
The purpose of this paper is to present an efficient decision procedure ft?t- the 
theory of the rational numbers with the relation < (less than). The decidabilitI4 of 
this theory follow\ from results of Tarski [lO]; it was also shown decidable by 
Rogers [?I. More efficient decision procedures (all of at least exponential complex- 
rty, however) are a consequence of the results of Ferrante and Rackoff 131, Collins 
[ 11 and Monk [S]. all of whom consider more inclusive theories. As a consequence, 
o not yield the most efficient procedure possible for the restricted 
theory we art interested in. In this paper, we show: 
Theorem 1. ere is a constant c .> 0, and a Turing machine which, given any 
sentence Fin rJte first order language of the theory of rational order, decides whether F 
is true. and uses space c l (d(F) l log (d(F)) + Z(F)). where d(F) denotes the quan - 
tifier depth of F artd i(F) denotes the number of symbois in F. 
NWW. man! efhcient decision procedures for other theories have been obtained 
by replacing Jnhounded quantifiers by quantifiers ranging over small finite sets. 
(See for example [X b, 9 61 ) The decision procedure claimed in Theorem 1. however, 
does not restrict uantG-iers to fixed finite sets of rationals. since this method does 
not seem to yield a decision procedure of the order claimed in Theorem 1. Instead 
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our decision procedure will take advantage of the fact that in the theory of rational 
order, it is n,ot the rational numbers A~~n1se1oes. but the or&r rehrions between 
them which are imr\orta;at. 
Theorem 1 should lx contrasted with the result of Stockmeyer [S] of a 
nondeterministic space )15 Iower bound on the theory of rational order (and in fact 
any theory which includes the theory of equality). The gap reflected in the 
difference between the upper bound of Theorem 1 and Stockmeyer’s lower bound 
is not caused by a lack of understanding of the theory or the expressibility of its 
language. Rather it steirls from the oixn problem in the theory of computation as to 
whether nondeterministic space s equals deterministic space s’. For a discussion of 
this open problem see [!I]. (We assume throughout he paper the reader is familiar 
with the notions of deterministic and nondeterministic Turing machines. See, for 
example, [ 41.) 
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we present the 
language and theory under consideration. In Section 3, we provide the motivation 
and basic lemmas needed for our proof of Theorem I. In Section 4, we present the 
proof of Theorem 1, as well as some coi.rcluding remarks. * 
2. Notation 
We first introduce some basic notation and then define the first order language L 
and theory of rational order Th(Q < ). 
Q denotes the set of rational nun,clt:rs, N denotes the set of natural numbers 
0, I.L... and I denotes the set of positive natural numbers; we take I C N C Q. 
Log denotes the logarithm function base 2. 
For anv set A and any j E I, A l denotes the j-fold Cartesian product A x A x I 
- l l x A I A” denotes the kptv set 14. We use vector notation to denote members of 
A’. ths ii, denotes the j-tupie (a,. . . . , a,). 
The first order language L has parentheses (, ), variables 
binary coded indices &I variables), the equality symbol 
c+), ol, ulo. a l g (note 
= , the less than symbol <, 
the logical connectivt\s v (or) and .- (not), and the esistential quantifier 3. We shall 
use x+z,.x~,s~ ,... y,+,.. 7 v . b I* A:,. . . to denote variables aid A, B, . . . to denote 
(well formed) formulas of L. 
The atomic formulas of I., are of the fo:rm .x = y and x < y. The formulas of L. are 
then built UP out of the atomic formulas iii the usual way using v, - . and 3. Note 
that formulas of il are just strings of symbols and so can be considered as input to 
an appropriate class of Turing tnachitles. For siln@icitv we have omitted the other 
logical connectives an quantifiers from L ; they can & easily defined in I_. Their L 
inclusion in I._ as symbok does not changt: the bound of Theorem I. e also remark 
that in our presentation of formulas we mav omit writing parentheses in accordance . 
with the usual practice, 
A formula B which is a part of A iscalled a subformula of A. An occurrence of a 
variable x is a borr& L;ccllrrence if it occurs in some subformula 3x B of A. 
Otherwise it is called a fr44 occurre)tce. and x is called a free variable of A. if A has 
no free varia?les then A is called a sentence. Let F be a formuta and let 3x B, G be 
occurrences of suhformulas of I=: We say G is in the scope of 3x, or 3x contains G 
in its scope. if occurs in B. 
WC define the nuvnber of symbols in a variable U, to be the length of the binary 
index i, plus one. The la~qplt of a formula A in L, denoted /(A ), is the number of 
symbols in A. Thus I((u,, C uIIbI) v (t’,, = u,,,,)) = 10. The quantifier depth of a formula 
A, denoted d(A )* is the length of the deepest nesting of quantifiers in A. For k 2 1, 
A&) denotes a formula with at most the free variables yl.. . . , yk. 
We shall interpret the formulas of L in the rational numbers so that ” = *’ and 
‘* < ” will respectively denote the equality relation and the usual. less-than ordering 
of Q. For any formula F(y, ) and any k-tuple & of Q’. we say that & satisfies F(j&) 
and we write ii& k F&J if F(&) becomes a true assertion under the above 
interpretation of = and < when each free occurrence of y, is interpreted as Q, for 
i=l , . . . , k. bv the Thtorv of Rational Order, Th(Q, =C ), we mean the class of . 
sentences of L true underthis interpretation. (We note here that Th(Q. < ) is the 
same as th; class of sentences of L true in any dense linear order without 
endpoints.) 
3. Only order comb 
In this section we put to use an old fact, that in the theory or rational order “only 
order counts”, that is, if two k-tuples of rationals satisfy the same order relations, 
then they satisfy the same formulas of L. After proving this fact we lay the 
groundwork For its use in our decision procedure for Th(Q, < ). 
et fir. 6, E 0”. We say that & order-equals &, written & = & iff 
a, < f;l, iff h, < b, 
holds for all j, j such that 1 s i. j -G k. 
Note that if & =5: & then a, = a, iff b, = b, is also true for 1 s i, j s 2. 
Proof. The argument is by induction on the syntactic structure of A&). . 
If A (js, ) is atomic, i.e. y, < yI or y, = ,v, then (3.1) is the direct result of the 
definition of =. 
The case that A (yk ) is a disjunction or negation follows easily since (3. I ) is an iff 
statement g 
Now suppose A (ji) is 3t B(&, z ). ,~ssun~~ & I- 32 B(j&, z). Hence there is a 
rational a such that &, a )- B(yk, z). because the rati~~na~s re a dense linear order 
without first or last element and & = &., it is possible to ch~osc a ratiranal b so that 
&, a = &, b. 
B(y&, z) has J simpler syntactic structure than 3zR(ji,. I) so our induction 
hypothesis applies to it and we conclude that bk, b t- B(j&, z ). Therefore 
6, I- 32 B(j&. 2). Thus cfr, t- A (j&) implies & t- A ($). and by a symmetrical argu- 
ment we can reverse the implication, finally obtaining (3.1) for A &). . 
We might use Lemma 1 to obtain a decision procedure for Th(Q, < ) by 
trestricting quantifiers to range over certain finite sets. Namely, let S,, = {I)}, 
S n+l =: S,, U (s - 1, s + 1, (s + t)/2 1 s, t E S,,}; given any formula A of L, if 3x occurs 
in A inside the scope of exactly k other quantifiers then replace 3x by 3.x f Sk, and 
let A’ denote the resulting expression. There clearly IS an effective procedure for 
deciding the truth of these restricted quantifier formulas. and using Lemma t we 
can show that a sentence A of L is true iff A’ is true. However, just writing down 
an element from each of the sets St,, &, . . _ for A ‘. even writing the rationafs 0 ~~ as 
a pair of ~~r~~ry iritegers, takes space fc l (d(A ))’ for some constant k > 0. We have 
to make more clever use of the fact that only order counts; na!~ely we note that 
finite sets of rational numbers themselves need not he written down, rather onlv an * 
efficient encoding of the order relations between the numbers. 
Definition 2. Let k E I. c’k E I’ is ccmpcrct iff {ct.. . . , ck) = (1.2,. . . . I} for some 
2 E I. 
Intuitively, we may think of & as succinctlv encoding the order relations among . CI 
the nl,. . . , nk. We note here any compact i;r, can be written in space at most 
k l log (k). Using Lemmas 1 and Z we can dircctfy prove Lemma 3. 
pfere CA denotes the initid segment c,, . . _ , ck of iTk . I. 
In the next section we present a procedure which eucles through a limited 
number of compxt assig ments to the variahltc in a sent;nce A and then decides 
A. These assignments wi!! he determined I-+ swwsive apptications of Lemma 3. 
c avoid the tedious 
escnting an in 
ntss, leaving it to the readers to 
recursively de 
within the allotted space. 
a Turing machine 
WC describe a recursive ~r~~~~d~~rc which for aan! I cufrefjce crf ip) s&formuta 
G(R,,) of a sentence E in lo. and any compact & written 
decides if CW I- C;(gm ). We stipulate that QTxE.. + a, 
in binary notat icx~). 
8,x,, given in left-to4ght order 
of appearzxce. are the quantifiers af F which contain G in their scope. Our method 
of interpreting vziables is then to interpret M, as c,. 
There are two stozage spaces available to the procedure. The first, /‘wmttEa 
staraga. is u-ed to store the formula F and to indicate truth values of subformulas. 
At the end of the procedure. the truth value of G will be indicated. “W for false. 
“1” for true, under the relation symbol of 43‘ if G is atomic. and under the principal 
connective of C otherwise. The second storage space is a read/write storage, 
henceforth rcferr4 to a1s assignnwnt storage. where the input C,,, is written at the c 
start of the prowdure. 
We show our rocedure to decide c’,, I- G (x’, ) uses assignmcn t storage space at 
most 
d(G)) l log(m + d(G)& 
with input c”, resaored in assignment storage at the end of rhe computation. Thus 
deciding if Emp )_ C‘(L, ) uses total space at most . 
Clear-Iv then, Theorem 1 fallows with n2 = t) = F. 
If C&Y,,, ) i$ an atomic formula x < y or x -” y, we must decide e, t=- x <: y c3f 
C,,, t- .Y = v. _ VI t‘ first dctcrmine the interpretations c,. C, of x and y in em. in 
;icci>rd;\n<e I\ !th our method for variable interpretAon above. 
nary ivords. c, is identical to c,, or C, is Mexico 
indicating the appropriate truth value under the refati 
accomplish bth of these by a simple checking proce~~urc rey 
assignment st0rqx sp;Kt”. Since. ate 
rn - log (1PZ ) = (n2 + d(G))+~g(m + d(G)). deciding c’, I- G(x’,)can bedone in the 
space allot ted. Since the input C,, is never changed. it follows it ia in assignment 
storage at the end of this computation. 
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Suppose G is of the form A (i,,,) v B(f,,,). Using the recursive procedure, we first 
decide if Z’,,, t-A&), with input C, restored (in assigrunent storage) at the end oi 
this computation. If C,, t- A (f, ). then clearl! C,, t- G(L, ), and a “ 1” is written under 
the principal connective “v” of G. If it is not the case that C,,, t- A (&,). we use the 
restored input C,,, and the recursive procedure to decide if c’, t- B(L), reusing the 
same assignment storage space used to decidle if C,,, t- A CL). In accordance with our 
recursive procedure, the input to this second computation is restored after its 
completion. Since in this case c’, k G(%,,) iff &I t- B(L), we decide F,,, I- G(L) by 
deciding Z,,, k B(x’,,), and placing the truth value of B(jS,) under the principal 
connective of G. In either case, e’, is restored (in assignment storage) at the end of 
the computation” The assignment storage space used in so deciding E,,, t- G(j5,) is 
max{(m + d(A))log(m f d(A)),(m + dfB))+g(m + d(B))} 
= (m + d(G))log(nr + d(G)). 
If G(i,) is of the form - A&,), the proof is simik to the above. 
If G(Z,) is of the form 3xA (x’,, x), then by Lemma -3, 
iiff for some compact &, + I E I”“’ such that &, = LT,,,, &, +, t- A (&,. x). 
Our procedure to decide c’m t- G(f,) goes as follows. We run a fixed subroutine in 
assignment storage which cycles through all compact & + I E Im+’ which satisfy 
(jm Rz fm. This subroutine reuses the space for c’,, and uses no more space than that 
required to write the am Clr which is at most (m + 1) l log (m + 1). We use each & +I 
as input to the recursive procedure to decide a,,, +I t- A (fm, x). If any &, +I t- A (.fm, x), 
“l”, ar:3 otherwise “O”, is written under the outermost quantifier “3” of G. Since 
the input &+, is restored at the end of each application of the procedure, we can 
continue cycling through all the 67,+, required. The compact input Em can be easily 
restored from the last Li, +1 written, without the use of additional space. It remains 
to show that the entire computation can be carried out within the allotted space. 
Now, when deciding for any compact am +l if 67, + I t- A (&.,,, x), we use assignment 
storage space at most 
((rat + 1) + d(A)) l log ((m -I- 1) + d(A)) = (m + d(G)) l log (m + d(G)). 
Since the slame assignment storage space can be reused for successive a,,, + I to decide 
d,+# kA (L x), and no additional assignment storage space is needed to make the 
truth assignment to G, we can decide &, t- G(Zm) in the space required. il 
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